Abstract

Subsurface Core and Analogous Outcrop Characterization of the Muddy/Newcastle Formation for the Bell Creek Oil Field, Powder River County, Montana
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**Outcrop**
- Features observed in outcrop correlate well to those present in field core, those formations and outcrop.  
- No extensive lateral or vertical barriers to flow were recognized; all features described in nature were conformable with one another.

**Subsurface Core**
- Three formation and five facies of the Mowry Formation were described in core.  
- The facies evolved laterally and vertically, and were conformable with one another.

**Massive Bell Creek Sand**
- Massive (monofacial) and laminated (poorly sorted) Bell Creek sands will act as one flow unit.  
- Thick sands are present throughout the outcrop, and are well to moderately sorted, and should have high porosity and permeability in the flow unit.  
- These thick sands are present throughout the outcrop, and are well to moderately sorted, and should have high porosity and permeability in the flow unit.

**Laminated Bell Creek Sand**
- Laminated Bell Creek sand as seen in outcrop section near New Haven, WY.

**Bioturbated Bell Creek Sand**
- Bioturbated Bell Creek sand as seen in outcrop section near New Haven, WY.

**Rozet Member**
- Rozet Member as seen cropping out below the Bell Creek sand, near New Haven, WY.

**Skull Creek Shale**
- Skull Creek Shale as seen cropping out from a large landslide, near New Haven, WY.  
- The Skull Creek Shale outcrop forming the hillside slopes under the cliff forming Muddy Sandstone, near New Haven, WY.

**Mowry Shale**
- Mowry Shale outcrop near New Haven, WY.

**Rozet Member**
- Rozet Member outcrop, near New Haven, WY.

**Observations**
- Features observed in outcrop correlate well to those present in field core, those formations and outcrop.
- No extensive lateral or vertical barriers to flow were recognized; all features described in nature were conformable with one another.
- Massive (monofacial) and laminated (poorly sorted) Bell Creek sands will act as one flow unit.  
- Thick sands are present throughout the outcrop, and are well to moderately sorted, and should have high porosity and permeability in the flow unit.  
- These thick sands are present throughout the outcrop, and are well to moderately sorted, and should have high porosity and permeability in the flow unit.
- Bioturbated Bell Creek sand.
- Bioturbated Bell Creek sand.
- Massive Bell Creek Sand.